Abstract: The 2020 pandemic caused by the novel coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2, also referred to as the COVID-19 [named for the disease caused by the virus] pandemic, shook the world to its core. Not only were populations hurt by the virus physically, the pandemic had deep repercussions economically as well. One of the industries severely impacted by the implications of the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic was the brewing industry, particularly that of the United States. The economic turmoil and uncertainty were felt by both macro and micro brewers alike. Draft beer sales virtually dried up overnight as state-imposed shutdowns closed bars, restaurants, and taprooms as a means to curb the spread of the virus. There were supply chain and logistical issues that arose during the pandemic due to not only closures within the brewing industry but supporting industries such as printers and shippers. In some cases, entire business models had to be turned completely on their head in an instant and business pivots had to be made. The year 2020 was wrought with challenges faced by the brewing industry. There was one saving grace however that kept many breweries afloat during the pandemic, and that was packaged beverage sales, especially those packages intended for off-site consumption. Set forth by trends of the pre-pandemic years aluminum cans and canning reigned supreme for the craft brewing market and allowed breweries to get product into the hands of consumers and ultimately allowed some breweries to stay open. Other options breweries had included the use of glass growlers or aluminum crowlers as a means to sell draft products to-go. The resourcefulness of many brewery owners was tested in 2020 and many rose to the challenge. This report aims to examine several of the challenges, pivots, and solutions packaging provided to the beer industry during the pandemic.
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1. Introduction

Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, caused by the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2, the alcoholic market in the United States was over $250 billion USD in 2019 [1]. Although most areas of the United States saw the closure of bars and restaurants that offered on-premise sale and consumption of alcohol brought on as a means of curbing the spread of the virus in public and social settings, the consumption of alcohol by US citizens increased during the height of the pandemic [2]. One of these industries in this market is the US brewing industry. Beer producers and sellers had to make pivotal business adjustments to not only stay safe but to stay economically viable as well. Beer producers also had to provide their customers with a safe and high-quality product as well. As stated earlier, bars and restaurants were closed or restricted in most US states as a means of controlling the spread of the virus [3], this meant that this increase of alcohol consumption took place at home [4]. This increase of at-home consumption has been estimated to be a 14–19% increase [5]. In order for these brewing businesses to survive, packaging became an important tool utilized in order to manage the storm caused by the 2020 pandemic [6].
2. Draught Beer Packaging

In March of 2020, the early days of the pandemic, few knew what the true extent of what the coronavirus would impose. For many breweries, March marks the start of the popular spring and summer drinking seasons in the US and many breweries were in the process of ramping up beer production for these seasons. These seasons are notorious for their draft beer sales as taprooms and beer gardens open up and become popular locations for drinking. Although most draught beer is packaged [in kegs or some other large volume service vessel], the industry makes a clear distinction between product packaged for draught sale and that of single serving, single use consumer packaging [7]. Many breweries, both macro and micro level producers, had product slated for draught sales in March and April of 2020 [8,9]. There was a glut of kegged product at both the producer and distributor level because typical accounts [bars and restaurants] who bought draft product were not open and thus did not have a need for purchasing that product. Use of a home draft systems such as a kegerator or keezer has always been a niche and not very popular market in the US [10], but because of this glut in draught package product and the unavailability of public, on premise consumption, the retail market saw an influx of affordable draught options for home consumption both by the craft and macro sectors of the brewing industry for the first time, and retail draught beer sales for home consumption rose during the early parts of the pandemic [9].

With the uncertainty of the vector transmission of the virus as well as the closures and furloughs within the supporting industries of brewing industry, breweries looked towards an alternative to traditional, reusable, stainless steel kegs that [often] required the collection of a deposit, further customer interaction with the return of the keg, and keg maintenance [now often falling on the brewery instead of a keg leasing agency] [8,11]. The solution to this came with the use of a product that had been on the market for some time now, but had not taken a major foothold in the draught beer market; this was the use of the single use, one-way keg. These kegs are often made of recyclable Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) and either work like a traditional keg with CO$_2$ draught distribution service or by the compression of a flexible, plastic bladder containing the product where the distributing gas never touches the product [12]. These containers come internally pre-sanitized and are ready to be filled and used by the brewery. Since these PET kegs are intended for single use, there is no need for the consumer to return the package to the brewery and the consumer may dispose of or recycle the container. Due to these pain point corrections by single use kegs, demand for these kegs increased in 2020 and companies who manufacture these kegs had to increase production and distribution throughout the United States [13]. This also sparked these companies to increase the types of products offered such as plastic growlers and sanitizer bottles as breweries tried to find packaging solutions for product distribution. Although the market saw this increase in home draught sales, this market still remained [and remains] a micro-market within the industry and really only provided breweries a means to break even and not waste beer destined for the draught market during the early part of the pandemic.

3. Single Use, Single Serving, and Other Off-Premise Packaging

Despite the increase and innovation in home, draught beverage sales, single use and single serving packages became the most important form of packaging during the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic. For many craft breweries, the ability to package product for home consumption was the only source of income and provided the means for financial survival during the economic turmoil of the pandemic [14]. Recent history shows the business plan trend of a brewpub or tasting room, where on-site, over the bar sales outweighs the traditional production-style brewery where most beer sold is in packaged form were on the rise and showed the most financial success [15]. This all changed in March of 2020 as state and local governments closed businesses and stay-at-home orders were given. Businesses were forced to rewrite their business models in order to safely operate and comply with health orders. The brewing industry did not go unscathed by these mandates. In some
cases, tasting rooms were converted into packaging halls in order to set up a facility where product could be packaged instead of being sold as a draught product [16].

Packaging has always been important to the brewing industry, especially the craft brewing market [17]. Even during the early days of the craft beer revolution, packaging has played an important role in getting the product to the masses. Although initially glass bottle driven, aluminum beer packaging, especially in the craft market, has been drastically increasing since 2004 [18]. This is because of advancements in aluminum packaging equipment and technology, the reduced cost and weight of the package, and the general benefit to beer quality such as no Ultra Violet (UV) light exposure and airtight seals [19]. This is not to say that glass containers have fallen drastically out of use within the industry. The industry’s packaging sales, as a whole, is split approximately 60–40 between aluminum and glass but with almost 95% of small to medium craft brewers choosing medium (12–16 fluid ounce) aluminum containers [9,19,20]. Despite the rising demand for aluminum, limitations in can production, and international trade disputes and tariffs causing aluminum prices to rise, the use of aluminum packaging is still on the rise within the brewing industry [17]. There has also been a shift in consumer preference to the use of aluminum packaging which has forced many [large (22 fluid ounce)] glass packages out of fashion, and subsequently out of use [9,18,20].

In 2020, this increased demand caused an aluminum package shortage across so many industries in the US market [21]. Large and small corporations were faced with either ramping up production, such as in the cleaning and sanitizing product market, or having to shift distribution methods to fit an at-home consumption and use lifestyle now faced in the wake of the pandemic. Due to this, and coupled with logistical and health and safety issues in the manufacturing and distribution of packaging, the brewing industry was struck with can shortages; the most heavily effected were the craft brewers who often could not order the minimum requirements by can manufactures [22]. This caused several small craft breweries to have to form cooperative purchasing agreements in order to fulfill the growing minimum unit orders. This was where multiple breweries would go in on one order of cans and then divide the order between those in the cooperative purchase [16]. Other breweries, who had made the switch to packaging products in aluminum, reverted to using glass bottles because there was less demand for glass and the packaging materials could be received in a timely fashion [22].

Another limitation in packaging that was faced during the pandemic was a scarcity of secondary packaging material such as beer cases, six-pack holders, and beer trays [9]. This limitation was faced by both macro and micro breweries. This came as a twofold issue. First, in the early days of the pandemic, as bars and restaurants closed, breweries [and distributors] had no market to send and sell plain packaged beer referred to as a “restaurant” and/or “bar pack”. These are often 24 count cases of beer that are in plain cardboard containers with not much more than the brand name and logo on it in monochrome color. These secondary packages differ from what is typically found on the retail market where cases typically have multiple colors printed on a shiny, multilayered case referred to as a “glossy”. Since distributors had a surplus of these plain “bar” packs, these cases were sent to retail accounts in lieu of typical “glossy” cases. This continued though as the pandemic progressed due to printing companies restricting production, and breweries having no other packaging options than to use what cases were available to them and certain case sizes and product format sizes were not available to consumers. Printing and packaging logistics on the macro brewing end of the industry stabilized around May 2020. This backlog in printing effected the craft market for a longer period of time and the use of unbranded beer trays by some breweries continued throughout the summer [20].

Within the brewing industry, two supplying subindustries came to the rescue of these pain points. The first being small scale-canning systems such as those produced by Wild Goose Filling and Cask Global Canning Solutions [16]. These are small, often six fill heads or less, canning systems that take up a relatively small footprint and can be operated by two or three people. Although these systems were popular before 2020, the pandemic
exacerbated the demand as brewers changed from brewpubs to production-style breweries. In addition to the small logistical footprint these systems possess, these canning lines are also relatively inexpensive and allow for users to self-maintain any mechanical issues faced [8]. These systems can be upgraded and upsized fairly easily as well. This fact helped the brewing industry because brewers with existing systems in place could upgrade their system to fulfill the increased need for packaged product with relative ease, while also producing a secondary market of used equipment that breweries just starting out in packaging could take advantage of [16]. This was all well and good, however, during the early stages of the pandemic, there were a number of packaging quality issues, such as improperly seamed cans, hitting the market [9]. These issues were caused by breweries having Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for maintenance of packaging equipment that did not account for the sudden increase in use [8]. As the pandemic wore on, SOPs were modified to reflect the increase in mechanical use [to an hourly use rate rather than a daily or monthly schedule] and seam issues on small scale lines were rectified. The popularity of these lines in a post-pandemic brewing industry helped spur the sale of Wild Goose Filling to the Middleby Corporation in December 2020 [23].

The second supporting industry was mobile canning units. These units purchase, operate, and maintain canning lines and will travel to a beverage producers’ facility, set up their line, package the product, and breakdown the line, leaving the beverage producer no need for capital investment in a packaging system [18]. These mobile canning units often times utilize the above-described micro-canning lines and often times were able to purchase cans and materials for packaging more easily than breweries because the mobile canning units were servicing so many clients. The popularity of mobile canning soared during the pandemic as brewers who previously had no packaged product [or very little packaged product] scrambled to get their beer into packaging and onto the market. This was all well and good, and allowed for breweries to have non-draught retail option for their product, but due to many local, state, and federal alcohol distribution laws and regulations as well as distributor contract restrictions and market limitations, many of these smaller breweries had trouble getting their packaged product on the retail market [24]. However, states where brewers are allowed to self-distribute and states and local municipalities that provided industry specific legislation that relaxed distribution laws were able to take advantage of the new market [25]. Although a number of large alcohol retailers were unable to take on new products during the pandemic [9], smaller retailers who focus on the craft beer market had greater freedom when it came to purchasing product and provided a marketplace for breweries to sell their packaged products [20].

Prior to the pandemic, there was a stigma within the industry about the use of mobile canning companies especially when it came to concerns about the quality of the packaging [9]. These concerns arose because of fear that a mobile canning line would provide improper seaming and higher dissolved oxygen levels because the line is small and mobile when compared to a stationary line. However, during the pandemic, there were less packaging issues observed by packages packed via mobile canning services than that packaged via stationary lines [9,20]. This is believed to be because the line is broken down, sanitized, reassembled, and recalibrated at each client and did not face the same maintenance scheduling issues faced by brewers with stationary packaging lines [16].

The final packaging solution that brewers used during the pandemic of 2020 was the use of growlers and crowlers. A growler is a reusable, glass container that is typically filled off a draught line [26]. A crowler is similar to a growler in that it is also filled off a draught line, however, these crowlers are made of aluminum and are intended for single use and are seamed like a traditional can. These are intended as a means for customers to take draught beer home with them as well as provide breweries a way to get product into the hands of customers without the worry or use of traditional packaging techniques and are often sold directly from the brewery or taproom without the need of a distributor or alcoholic retailer. Early on in the pandemic, crowlers were very popular and seemed to be one of the safer options in distributing beer to customers because of their single use nature
and brewery personnel could limit the contact with a customer and their belongings [16]. However, just like the shortage of cans, these aluminum crowlers were also in short supply. This issue was circumnavigated by the industry in a similar fashion to the traditional can shortage where cooperative purchasing between multiple breweries increased chances of receiving shipments of crowlers.

Although one of the benefits to the use of glass growlers is that they are considered to be reusable, many breweries were hesitant to have customers bring used growlers back to the brewery to be refilled because of fear of SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus transmission [14]. Due to this, some breweries required customers to buy a new growler each time the customer purchased beer. This significantly added to the sale price of the beer; both for the seller and the consumer. Cheaper alternatives to reusable, glass growler, such as plastic PET growlers, were utilized by some breweries in order to curb the cost of purchasing new growlers with each sale. Despite this, breweries struggled to order more growlers in order to keep up with demand of to-go beer sales, and there were month long backlogs in order to get new growlers in. However, in May of 2020, the Brewers Association (BA), the American trade organization who supports independent and craft breweries, published a white paper citing Center for Disease Control methods for cleaning, advising breweries and taproom workers on how to safely receive, clean, sanitize, and fill used growlers brought in by customers [27]. This list of suggestions by the BA showed that breweries can in fact refill used growlers safely and elevated the constant pressure of breweries to order more growlers and for consumers to have to buy new growlers each time they purchased beer.

4. Outcomes and Conclusions

The pandemic of 2020 has not only shaken mankind physically, but economically as well. The brewing industry has not gone unscathed by the economic turmoil caused by the pandemic. It was estimated that over 650,000 jobs within the brewing industry were lost in the US due to the pandemic [28]. Despite the uptick of at-home consumption of alcohol, this did not outweigh the loss in on premise sales and it is expected that the US beer sales dropped by $22 billion USD in 2020. This drop in sales has been majorly felt by brewers, especially small breweries. Across the board, beer sales and production have been down; on the low end 5–10% [8], to the high end of 45–50% [22], to the extreme cases of loss of 80% in sales and production 14]. These extreme cases of loss were mostly felt by breweries with brewpubs or whose business model focused on on-premise sales and consumption. The craft market as a whole saw a 7–8% decrease in 2020 [29]. This loss has caused some breweries to furlough their workers [22], while other breweries had to close [8]. Those breweries who have weathered the tumultuous months of the 2020 pandemic did so thanks to some sort of packaging. If it was not for being able to package beer, these breweries would have had little to no sales in 2020. Very little growth happened in the beer market in 2020, and despite some breweries closing, many were able keep staff employed, get product to customers, and survive.

In total, 48 out of the 50 US states and the District of Columbia [in one form or another] have either changed, modified, or enacted new laws in 2020 regarding the sale and distribution of alcohol in order to benefit businesses whose income comes from the sale of alcohol during the pandemic [30]. These law changes include [but not limited to]; allowance of curbside sale and pickup of alcohol, home delivery of alcohol, shipping of alcohol, e-commerce and online ordering of alcohol, direct to consumer sale of alcohol, changes in distribution laws, and to-go and off-premise sale options by bars, restaurants, and pubs. These changes came in different forms and carried different restrictions in each state and municipality but these modifications to the law were intended to help businesses who make and/or sell alcohol. All of these changes in law all surrounded getting packaged product safely to the consumer during the pandemic. No one knows if the law modifications will stay enacted after the state of emergency of the pandemic has passed but this has shown that governments should consider permanently reevaluating alcohol sale and distribution laws in the US.
Figures 1 and 2 show the breakdown between formats [in other terms glass versus aluminum can] of packaged beer in the United States as well as see the amounts of product that were packaged by the craft sector of the brewing industry in the US. As one can see, 2020 saw an exponential increase in packaged production predominantly in the form of aluminum cans. Most breweries were able to form some sort of pivot within their business models in order to weather the storm imposed by the pandemic of 2020. That being said, it is hard to predict what future repercussions might come of this that the brewing industry must face.

In conclusion the challenges presented by the COVID-19 pandemic were tough on everyone, and the brewing industry as a whole was no exception to that. However, despite the challenges, many were able to take advantage of packaging innovations, find solutions to logistical limitations, and change state and local laws in order for them to get their product to the masses. It was this resourcefulness and tenacity that allowed the brewing industry to survive in this post-COVID economy.

Figure 1. The above figures showcase the annual packaged production by craft breweries per year since 2015. Additionally, shown are the percentage breakdown of the packaging format styles per year when comparing glass to aluminum packaging.
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